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ABSTRACT

This paper looks at a parsing-based alternative to word error rate
(WER) for optimizing recognition, SParseval, hypothesizing that it
may be a better objective for applications such as translation. We
find that SParseval is more correlated than WER with human mea-
sures of subsequent translation performance, but that optimizing ex-
plicitly for SParseval does not give a significant reduction in trans-
lation error as measured by automatic methods based on a single
translation reference. However, anecdotal examples indicate that
SParseval does improve automatic speech recognition (ASR) results,
leaving open the possibility that it may be more useful in the future
or for other language processing tasks.

Index Terms— speech translation, speech recognition objec-
tive, parsing

1. INTRODUCTION

Recent work on machine translation (MT) of speech has provided
mixed results on the impact of speech recognition errors. One study
shows that recognition errors, source, and domain-mismatch are im-
portant variables in predicting translation errors [1]. But other re-
searchers report that improvements in ASR error do not consistently
lead to gains in translation performance. Certainly large ASR im-
provements are likely to benefit translation, but could it be the case
that smaller gains (e.g., 10% reduction in error) simply won’t mat-
ter until the performance of MT improves? Or could it be that word
error rate (WER) is simply not the right objective?

The main problem with WER as an objective for speech recog-
nition when the end goal is language processing (whether machine
translation, information extraction, or other types of processing) is
that WER counts all errors equally. Intuitively, it seems clear that all
words are not equally important – filled pauses being an extreme ex-
ample. Scoring methods sometimes account for such problems with
“allowable errors,” but typically automatic performance optimiza-
tion is based on simpler metrics that do not make these distinctions.
In addition, it is probably not the case that all error types are equal.
For example, a deletion is probably much worse than an insertion or
substitution, since all information is lost when a word is deleted but
at least some phonetic cues are present with other error types. Ide-
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ally, one would use a weighted word error rate, where the weighting
function was appropriate for the target application.

A problem with learning a weighting function is that weights
dependent only on error types are probably not sufficiently rich and
vocabulary-dependent weights yield too many free parameters. The
alternative would be to use word-based weights that are motivated
by the task but not automatically learned. For example, one might
use an information-based measure, such as the inverse-document fre-
quency weights often used in information retrieval and topic clus-
tering. The approach explored here is a parsing-based word string
scoring function, specifically SParseval. As described in Section 2,
the head-dependency scoring method in SParseval effectively puts
more weight on syntactic head words, although it is not strictly a
weighted word error rate. An advantage of a parsing-based measure
is that parses are the first stage of processing for many more com-
plex tasks, such as information extraction and in some MT systems.
As will be shown in Section 3, even when the MT system does not
explicitly use syntax, the SParseval score is more correlated with
MT quality than is character error rate (CER), a more commonly
used measure than WER for Mandarin. This motivated us to exploit
parsing-based ASR objectives in discriminative score combination
for speech recognition (Section 4) and investigate the impact on MT
(Section 5). Analyzing MT performance in terms of automatic met-
rics unfortunately did not show significant performance gains, and
we speculate on the implications in Section 6.

2. SPARSEVAL

While spoken language processing can benefit from parsing as much
as written language processing, the standard Parseval metrics [2] and
their canonical implementation (EVALB)[3] are undefined when the
words input to the parser do not match the reference words in the
gold standard parse trees exactly. To address the fact that output
from an ASR system is likely to contain word errors and the seg-
mentation of these words into sentences is likely to differ from that
used in the gold standard parses, Roark et al. [4] have developed the
publicly available SParseval tool for scoring spoken language parses
against gold standard parses. This tool supports both bracket and
head dependency scoring and produces recall, precision, and F-score
for each method; here we use dependency scoring. The process of
dependency scoring maps each word in a sentence (for both the hy-
pothesize words+parse and the reference) to a triple that includes the
word, the head word that it is dependent on, and the type of depen-
dency. Scoring is based on the number of matches of these triples
between the reference and hypothesized parse. (As in EVALB, the
labels can optionally be ignored.) The more links there are to a head-
word, the more triples in which it will be present, and hence an error
on that word will contribute to multiple errors for the triples, effec-
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tively putting a higher weight on these headwords. The tool provides
dependency scores based on all of the head dependencies extracted
from the trees, as well as a more focused set of open class dependen-
cies, which involve open class content words. Dependency scoring
utilizes a head percolation table, and dependency scores can be com-
puted either with or without the word-level alignment constraints
needed to calculate bracket scores.

In the experiments discussed in this paper, we compute head
dependency scores based on a head table that we developed for the
LDC Chinese Treebank 6.0. When there is a mismatch between the
sentence segmentations of the reference and ASR transcripts, as will
be the case in the correlation studies reported in Section 3, we use
alignment-based head-dependency scores calculated over the spoken
document. On the other hand, when reference and ASR hypotheses
cover the same time span, as in the experiments reported in Section
5, we utilize head-dependency scores without alignment constraints.
Although alignment adds an extra match constraint that can slightly
reduce dependency scores, the reduction is negligible when scoring
the parses on short segments.

3. CORRELATION STUDY

We first assessed the usefulness of SParseval as an ASR objective
function in speech translation applications by computing the corre-
lation of ASR scoring criteria on Mandarin speech (CER and SPar-
seval) with error measures on the English translations. Our main
interest was in improving HTER, a human-based error measure that
computes the translation error rate (TER) between the MT hypoth-
esis and a human-edited version that reflects the same meaning as a
reference translation with a minimal number of edits [5]. However,
since HTER is costly to obtain, we also compare to TER, which can
be automatically computed (on the single available reference).

The study was done on the broadcast news (BN) portion of the
Mandarin GALE [6] 2007 evaluation test set, which consists of 66
documents for which HTER results were available. The documents
are typically a news story or portion of a story that include a few
sentences. We also looked at a subset of 30 documents for which
the average CER is less than 3%, since one would expect the ASR
differences to matter less in this range.

To obtain the SParseval results, both the Chinese reference tran-
script and the ASR hypothesis were parsed automatically, as de-
scribed in Section 5.2, and head dependency scores were computed
using the SParseval tool. Since the parser used human-annotated
sentence segmentations for the reference and automatic segmenta-
tion for the ASR hypotheses, scoring was based on document-level
alignment to handle sentence segmentation mismatch.

The results are reported in Table 1, which shows that SParse-
val is substantially more correlated with both HTER and TER than
WER. Even for the low error rate subset, where one would expect
less benefit from ASR improvements and hence a lower correlation,
there is a big difference in the correlations. Of course, in no cases are
the correlations large, due to the fact that MT modeling factors cause
many errors (separate from errors that can be attributed to ASR).

We investigated whether automatic sentence segmentation hurts
the usefulness of the SParseval objective, since it is known that parse
scores degrade considerably with segmentation errors. Comparing
results using automatic vs. oracle segmentation, we found that the
correlation was in fact higher for the automatic case. We hypoth-
esize that SParseval is implicitly incorporating segmentation error
into the score, which is useful for predicting MT performance since
it too is sensitive to segmentation error. We also experimented with
broadcast conversations (BC). In initial studies using a parser trained

Table 1. Correlation between two ASR scores (CER and SParseval)
and two MT scores (HTER and TER).

MT Score
Test Set ASR Score HTER TER

Eval07-BN CER 0.32 0.46
SParseval 0.44 0.61

CER < 3% subset CER 0.19 0.26
SParseval 0.38 0.47

on BN, correlation with HTER was much lower for SParseval com-
pared to CER. After BC Treebanked data became available and the
parser was retrained, the correlation of SParseval with HTER im-
proved substantially on the BC data, though it was still slightly lower
than that of CER with HTER (0.26 vs. 0.37).

4. ASR OBJECTIVES FOR N-BEST RESCORING

The ASR objective function (or score) impacts the system at the N-
best rescoring stage, where weights associated with different knowl-
edge sources (acoustic model, language model(s), word count) are
trained to optimize the score of the top ranking hypothesis based on
the weighted combination. We use the weight optimization function
in the SRILM toolkit [7], specifically nbest-optimize, which
uses a simplex-based “Amoeba” search on the objective function [8].
The optimal parameters returned by the search are then used in ASR
decoding. In a 2-system combination framework, weights are op-
timized separately for N-best lists of the two systems, and the two
N-best lists are then combined at the character-level via confusion
network combination [9] with the posterior probability computed by
applying the optimized weighting parameters.

The typical approach to ASR is to optimize weights to minimize
CER (or WER) with respect to the correct transcription. Building
on the framework of [10], we introduce an alternative parse-based
optimization criterion that specifically maximizes dependency-pair
F-score by minimizing ê = L× (1−F ).We include L, the number
of words in the reference segment, to avoid over-weighting short
segments. The dependency F-score for a hypothesis is based on the
reference transcription with an automatically generated parse.

In combining different knowledge sources, a problem arises when
there are cases where there is no score. For example, an utterance
with only laughter or noise and no words will have no parse score.
We add another “knowledge source” that is a simple indicator of
these conditions so that we can learn a compensating weight, similar
to the word insertion penalty.

5. MT EXPERIMENTS

5.1. ASR System

The ASR system adopted in this paper is the one used in our GALE
2007 evaluation [11], except that there is no cross adaptation with
RWTH Aachen University. In brief, two acoustic models (AMs)
were trained on 870 hours of speech data, one based on PLP+pitch
features, the other MFCC+pitch+MLP (multi-layer perceptron based
phoneme posterior features). Maximum-likelihood based word seg-
mentation on the Chinese training text was used, based on 60,000
Chinese lexical words, and n-gram (up to 4-gram) language mod-
els were trained on over 1 billion words of text. Each testing show
was automatically segmented into “utterances,” based on long pauses
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and automatic speaker boundaries prior to recognition. The two AM
systems cross adapted each other and produced 1000 best hypothe-
ses each, for each testing utterance, and the two N-best lists were
combined via a confusion network at the character-level. The best
character sequence was then re-segmented into words with the same
word segmenter used during training.

5.2. Mandarin Parser

The Mandarin parser is based on a modification of the Berkeley un-
lexicalized parser [12]. This parser uses a new approach for learning
that begins with a PCFG grammar derived from a raw Treebank, and
then iteratively refines the grammar. During each stage, all symbols
are first split in two (e.g., NNmay become NN-1 and NN-2) and a re-
fined grammar is estimated using a variant of the forward-backward
algorithm; next less helpful symbol splits are retracted based on a
likelihood gain approximation; and finally a simple smoothing strat-
egy is applied. This method can learn to distinguish alternative uses
of words and phrases, thereby producing higher quality parses. The
original Berkeley parser achieved a bracketing F-score of 82.4%1 on
the Chinese Treebank 5.2, which exceeds the performance of state-
of-the-art parsers on Chinese (typical F-scores are between 79% and
81%). Beginning with this capability, we updated the parser in a
number of ways. We addressed unknown words by using all char-
acters of an unknown word to estimate word probability (building
on our Mandarin part-of-speech (POS) tagging work [13]), improv-
ing the F-score to 82.8%. We also considered differences in how
Mandarin was treebanked as an avenue for improving parse accu-
racy [14], removing rarely invoked unary rules from the trees prior
to training and obtaining an F-score of 84.6%. We also added par-
ent annotations to the Treebank prior to training, since the Berkeley
parser uses little explicit context of a symbol, resulting in F-score of
84.93%. Finally, we added training data from the recent release of
CTB6.0, including Broadcast News trees. Using this larger training
set together with our other enhancements, the F-score of our parser
on the same test set is 86.5%.

For experiments here, we trained the parser on a text-normalized
version of CTB6.0 (i.e., all Arabic digits were replaced by verbal to-
kens in the tree) with punctuation removed to better match the con-
ditions to which the parser would be applied. We parsed both the
Chinese reference transcription and ASR hypotheses using the same
parser with MAX-RULE-PRODUCT decoding.

5.3. Annotation

The ASR system outputs the best sequence of words (with time
stamps) corresponding to the specified testing segments in the input
shows. This information is then sent to our annotation module be-
fore translation. The annotation module consists of many functions,
including speaker diarization, sentence unit (SU) detection, POS tag-
ging, punctuation prediction, inverse text normalization (from spo-
ken numbers to written Arabic digits) and named-entity identifica-
tion. The output of the annotation module in this paper was simply
a sequence of Chinese sentences with sentence boundaries (but not
punctuation) and with numbers in digit form.

5.4. MT System

For automatic translation, we used the state-of-the-art phrase-based
statistical machine translation system built by RWTH Aachen Uni-

1This is slightly lower than reported in [12]; their score ignored two long
sentences that returned null parses parses in an earlier version of the parser.

versity [15]. It was trained using the LDC bilingual training corpora,
consisting of 7 million pairs of Chinese-English sentences. The lexi-
con model is bi-directional, i.e., both p(e|f) and p(f |e)were trained
and interpolated. The target language model p(e) was a 6-gram En-
glish LM trained on the English part of the bilingual training cor-
pora and additional monolingual English data from the Gigaword
corpus. The total amount of training text for this 6-gram LM was
about 600M words. Note that this LM is different from the ASR
n-gram; it contains punctuation and digits, among other things. The
system also used a phrase reordering model [15], along with other
penalty models. The total translation score is a linear combination
of the log likelihoods of the individual models:

e∗ = argmax
e

X

m

λm log Pm(f, e)

MT takes the output from the annotation module and translates sen-
tence by sentence, as defined by the SU annotation module. Punctu-
ation is automatically derived duringMT decoding with the Chinese-
to-English phrase table, which was trained by removing punctuation
marks from the Chinese training sentences while keeping them in
the corresponding English training sentences.

5.5. Data Description

We used the GALE Mandarin 2007 audio development set as our
testbed. Our goal is to translate from Mandarin speech to English
text. Since our initial Chinese parser was trained exclusively on
newswire data, we used only the broadcast news part of this set,
denoted as dev07-bn here. Dev07-bn comes from 40 different Chi-
nese shows aired in November 2006, consisting of 54 different doc-
uments, for a total of 108 minutes and 19,000 Chinese characters.
There are 524 sentences in the English gold translations, each with
only a single gold translation.

5.6. Results

To better understand the impact of the two objective functions (CER
and SParseval), we compare them in both automatic and oracle con-
ditions, where “automatic” involves N-best rescoring with the dis-
criminatively trained weights. We also try to improve results for
the SParseval objective by including an additional parse confidence
knowledge source (log parse probabilities) with the acoustic and lan-
guage model scores. This leads to five experimental conditions:
1. CER: This is the baseline system.
2. SParseval dependency F-score: We use the “error” ê, de-
scribed in Section 4 with the standard knowledge sources.

3. SParseval F-score+Confidence: We use ê as above, but adding
the parse confidence knowledge source.

4. SParseval Oracle (S-oracle): As an oracle comparison, we
select the hypothesis from the N-best lists with the best F-
score.

5. CER-oracle: The comparable oracle for CER is the hypothe-
sis that has the minimum CER among all hypotheses.

In Table 2, we report ASR CER, MT TER [5] and MT BLEU
[16] scores for each experiment, together with the number of SUs
determined by the annotation module. While computing MT errors,
we ignore differences in case and punctuation for simplicity. MT
errors are computed at a per-sentence basis, based on the sentence
definition in the gold translation. To do that, we automatically seg-
ment the machine-translation output (now in English per annotated
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SU sentence) into the same number of sentences as the gold transla-
tion, by minimizing the word-alignment errors [17]. MT errors are
high, in part due to the fact that there is only one gold translation per
sentence. Unfortunately, we did not get improvements in transla-
tion by optimizing directly for SParseval in recognition, but we also
found little margin for improvement in BLEU and HTER between
the baseline condition and the best case oracle condition.

Table 2. ASR scores and MT scores on dev07-bn.
Experiment #SU CER TER BLEU
(1) CER 905 3.4% 70.4% 18.9
(2) F-score 904 3.5% 70.4% 18.8
(3) F-score+Conf 905 3.4% 70.3% 18.9
(4) S-Oracle 904 1.2% 69.7% 19.1
(5) CER-Oracle 903 0.9% 69.5% 19.3

The example below illustrates the types of translation errors that
the MT system made given different input. It first shows the refer-
ence transcription in the source language and the reference transla-
tion in the target language, followed by the source-target hypotheses
of Experiment (1) and (2). Mis-recognitions/mis-translations are un-
derlined.

REF:

REF: It is believed that the new rollover-prevention system
for automobiles can save at least 10,000 lives each year in the
United States.

Expt (1): CER
HYP:

HYP: this new system will prevent ” derailed by letter each year
can save at least 10,000 lives in the united states.

Expt (2): F-score
HYP:

HYP: this new system to prevent nobody-was believe that each
year in the united states can save at least 10,000 lives .

In (1), the verb “is believed” was misrecognized as two charac-
ters that do not correspond to any common meaningful Chinese verb
and therefore led to translation errors. In (2), we were able to pick
the perfect Chinese word sequence because it could be parsed easily.
Unfortunately, our MT had so much difficulty in translating the word

(automobile rollover) that it did not yield a better translation.
In subsequent experiments with an improved ASR system and

genre-matched parsers, we were able to assess performance on both
BN and BC. In this case, experiments were based on reference seg-
mentations. There was a small but insignificant gain BLEU and TER
for the BN data, but a larger gain for BC (increase of BLEU from
12.4 to 12.7). Further study is needed to assess the impact of seg-
mentation.

6. SUMMARY

In summary, this work has tried to address the question of whether
improvements to ASR could have a greater impact on MT if opti-
mized in terms of a different objective function than WER (or CER
for Mandarin). While we found that SParseval scoring of ASR out-
puts is more correlated with human evaluations of translations than
CER, we did not get improvements in translation by optimizing di-
rectly for SParseval in recognition. However, we also found that

there is not much margin for improvement in BLEU and TER be-
tween the baseline and best case oracle conditions. In addition, anec-
dotal examples indicate that SParseval does improve ASR results,
and preliminary experiments with BC show some gains.

The mixed results arguably support the hypothesis that moder-
ate ASR improvements will not have visible impact on MT until MT
is further improved. However, it may be that when MT has some
extent of syntax knowledge, it would benefit from ASR output with
improved syntactic structure, as produced by the proposed objec-
tive. It may also be that using only one reference translation limits
the sensitivity of the automatic evaluation; further study with human
evaluation is needed to assess this possibility. In addition, it may be
useful to consider SParseval as one of a suite of evaluation tools in
assessing ASR performance for purposes of translation, and to in-
vestigate the impact of SParseval optimization on other applications.
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